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Air-Fryers: Instant Vortex 7-in-1 Air Fryer Oven, 9.5L
 

Get your crisp on with the Instant Vortex Air Fryer Oven! Enjoy next level air frying with a 9.5L capacity to feed the whole family - along with
multiple trays, rotisserie and dehydrate functions for extra versatility 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Normal price: R 3799

Price: R 2799

Ask a question 

ManufacturerInstant Pot 

Description 

Looking for the biggest capacity, without losing all the best features of air frying? The 7-in-1 Vortex Oven is the ultimate in multi-purpose
cooking, offering smart programs to Air Fry, Roast, Bake, Grill, Reheat, Dehydrate and even Rotisserie cook your food. Additionally, the large
9.5L capacity, with three cooking levels, two cooking trays and drip/baking pan provides the convenience of cooking multiple ingredients at
once. The oven also features a glass door with interior light, so checking your food’s progress is simple and convenient. Includes a rotisserie
spit for perfect roasts and a rotisserie basket for the crunchiest wedges or roast veggies.

The Instant Vortex Oven is more than just an air fryer - it’s so versatile, you can make almost anything in it!  From fries to fritters, falafels to
muffins and cakes; plus the most delicious rotisserie chicken or lamb that you have ever tasted!  If your food is frozen, you don’t need to thaw it
first – chicken nuggets and pizza never tasted better, straight from the freezer.

Embrace all the health benefits of air frying, with all the flavour and none of the guilt.  Air frying replaces hot oil with super-heated circulating air
to produce the same crunchy browned texture and taste that makes deep fried food so good. Tender on the inside and crispy on the outside -
it’s quicker, cleaner, healthier and a whole lot easier.

7-in-1 Smart Air Fryer
Air fry, bake, roast, reheat, grill, dehydrate and rotisserie.

Perfect capacity & performance
The 9.5L capacity, three-level design allows you to cook for the whole family, without sacrificing the key benefits or air frying – fast heat up,
crispier results and huge energy savings. 

Even Crisp Technology™
Enjoy a guilt-free crunch with the latest generation of air fryer technology. 

Smart
Customisable one-touch programmes remember your cooking times and temperatures from meal to meal.  Alerts you when to add food and
even when to turn, if necessary.
 
Super-fast cooking
From frozen to golden in minutes! 

Healthy & tasty
Deep fried flavour, with up to 95% less oil.  Lock in your food’s natural nutrients without adding unwanted grease or fats.
 
Versatile and convenient
Reheat meals in minutes, bake cakes, dehydrate veggies & fruits, or use the rotate function to cook a perfect rotisserie chicken. 
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Rotisserie
Includes spit-roast and tumble fryer basket for crispy, golden perfection.
 
Removable Glass Door
Easy to clean and view your food without opening.
 
7 Piece Accessory Pack
Everything you need to get started – 2 x cooking trays, 1 x drip/baking tray, rotisserie basket, lift, spit and forks.  All easy to clean and
dishwasher safe.

Reviews

Write a review for this product & receive a free discount coupon as well as access to exclusive member content. Please register or login to write
your review. 
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